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1 Introduction

To test irreducibility of a polynomial f over given finite field Fq with given degroo n, following
wel\-known algoritm from [1], [2] can be used.

We compute the polynorniaI sequence fk+l(X) = fZ(x) rem f(x), starting from fo(x) = x,
where we denote by g rem f the remainder of g(x) on division by f(x): g rem f = g mod f

and deg(g rem f) < degf. It is dear, that flo= xq" rem f(x). The polynom f is irreducible iff
fn(x) = x and for any prime s I n gcd(fn/.(x) - x, f(x» = 1, where the gcd of two polinomials
(not both zero) is the monic polynomial of largest degree dividing both polynomials. Naturally. if
fn/s(x) = x for some s > 1, then polynomial f(x) is reducible.

In [3] (see also [2]) was obtained the following upper bound of complexity of testing irreducibility

O(M(n) log2 q + (n(w+1)/2+ n1/2 M(n»d(n) log2 n).

where d(n) is the number of distinct prime dJvisors of n, M(n) is the cornplexity of polynomial
multiplication over JFq(Le., the total number of field operations), and w is matrix multiplication
exponent (world record w < 2.376 is due to Winograd-Coppersmith, see for example [2]). It is
known that d(n);S Inn/In Inn and d(n) '" InInn on average (see [4],[5]).

The proof [2] of given bound for complexity of testing irreducibility is based on fast modular
composition of polynomials, suggested in [6]. The operation of modular composition g(h)remf of
polynomials g, h with deg g, deg h < deg f, can be performed with complexity of

O(n(w+1)/2) + 6n1/2(M(n) + O(n»

field operartions, where n = deg f (500[6], [2]).
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21mproved bound of complexity of testing irreducibility

Here we. prp-ye

Theorem 1 Algorithm for testing irreducibility off E Fp[x] of degree n can be implemented so as
to use

operations in F q'

Proof. .
Let's eonsider defined above sequenee fk(X), It is c1ear that fk = xq rem f has degree

less than n. As was pointed above. f is irredueible iff fn(x) = x and for any prime s I n

gcd(Jn/s(x)-x. f(x» = 1. Complexityof eomputingofthe ged oftwo polinomialsis O(M(n) logn)
(see [2]). Henee the cost of eomputing of all polinomia1s(Jn/s - x. J) is O(d(n)M(n) log2n) =
O(M(n) lo~ n).

We have to estimate the eost for eomputing of all polynomials fn/s' The eost for h = xq rem f

is ((l(q)+ 1)(3M(n).+ O(n» + 6M(n) = O(M(n) log2 q). where l(n) is shortest length of addition
chain for n; the first bound can be obtained by P.Montgomery's method (see [2]). and second
bound can be obtained by binary method for eonstrueting of addition ehains (see[7]).Since

Hi . pi pi
fHj(X) = zP rem I = (zP mod J) mod f = fi (x) mod 1=

= Ii (#) mod I = Ii (xpi modI) modf = IMj) modf = li(Jj) rem f.

the polynom fHj is eomputed using given /;,!; by m,odular eomposition fi+j = Ii (Jj) rem f with
complexity 0(n(w+1)/2+nl/2 M(n» (see [2]). In generally. modular composition is not eommutative
operation. but in considered ease polynomia\s /;, f j may be transposed. Thus the polynomial
system {Jn/s} = {Jn,.'. .. fn.,}.ni = n.d =d(n) can be computed using

((l(q) + 1)(3M(n) + O(n» + 6M(n) + l(nl1 nd)0(n(W+1)/2+ n1/2M(n»

field operations, where l(nl1 ....nd) is shortest length of addition ehain that contains all numbers.
ni nd (this notation see in [7]). Using Yao's theorem (see [71.part 4.6.3, ex.37), we see that

log2 n lo~ n
l(n1 nd)=log2n+0(d),

. 1 =0«1 l \?).og2 og2n og2 og2n

For almost all n d(n) =O(ln Inn). heilcel(nl nd) = 0(log2 n). Usingsome result from [8).we
havethat

l(nl. ....nd) = log2n + O(d) + ~ (1 + O ((log210g2 R )
1/2

))log2R log2R .

where R =nd Im, m is the product of all prime divisors of n.
Finally. we have that eomplexity of testing is

O (M(n)log2 q + (n(W+1)/2+ n1/2M(n») (log2 n + d(n)IO~:~~~ n) ) .
because the second additive term in this estimation is great than the eost O(M(n) 1n2n) for the
ged eomputing.
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If q = 2, then the estimation from theorem is

o ((n(W+!)/2 + nl/2 M(n» )(log2n + d(n) log2n )).
log2 log2 n

If we use fast polynomi"armultiplication, for example M(n) = O(nw/2), then we have the estimation
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